long experience in golf equipment selling and knows the southwestern golf picture as well if not better than anyone else. Goit will personally handle and service the equipment of Worthington customers.

DES MOINES ADDS FEATURES TO TUFHORSE LINE

Des Moines, la.—During 1935, the “Tufhorse” line of golf bags and accessories will again be sold direct to pros only through representatives of the Des Moines Glove & Mfg. Co.

Tufhorse models are again being copied by other manufacturers and pros are urged to see that “Tufhorse” label is on every sample from which they make selection for 1935.

The company says it has made some very drastic improvements in its 1935 line, and requests the pros to defer placing 1935 orders until a Des Moines representative is able to call.

BAYER-SEMESAN CO. OFFERS ANTI-BROWN-PATCH PROGRAM

Wilmington, Del.—Bayer-Semesan Co.’s line of Du Bay fungicides, properly applied, will prevent brown-patch and dollar spot, according to claims of the company if the following program is followed:

First Application—The turf or greens or lawns should be thoroughly treated with Du Bay fungicides just prior to the time when brown-patch usually appears.

Morning Inspection—A regular routine inspection of the greens should be made every morning. When a few new spots are found they should be treated immediately with Du Bay fungicides applied with a hand sprayer or sprinkling can. If the spots are numerous the entire green should be treated.

Subsequent Applications—The first treatment should be followed by subsequent applications once each three or four weeks, depending on weather conditions. Applications should be made at shorter intervals as the severe brown patch season approaches and especially during periods of frequent heavy rains and high temperatures.

Mid-Season Applications—When brown patch is likely to be most severe applications should be made every week or ten days.

Late Season Applications—After the season for heavy brown patch attacks has passed, the applications of Du Bay fungicides can be made at two to four weeks’ intervals until the danger from the disease is past.

The company publishes a valuable booklet, “Champions Against Brown Patch,” free on application.

Modernize Your Green Equipment

The Jacobsen Power Putting Green Mower was especially designed to maintain greens in the finest possible playing condition and to reduce the time and cost of green maintenance.

They are in use on more than 700 courses—and their use is endorsed by leading Greenkeepers and Professionals.

When planning your 1935 Maintenance Budget consider the advantages and economies of Jacobsen Power Mowers. Send for booklet “Putting Green Maintenance by Modern Methods”—it’s free.

JACOBSEN MANUFACTURING CO.
734 Washington Ave. Racine, Wis.

Jacobsen Power GREEN MOWER

That Happy Combination of Quality and Economy is offered in our New Broadmoor One-Color Score Card

Produced by a New Process, its price is $21 for 5,000. The card, fully complete and comprehensive, is not small and the stock is heavy.

Samples to clubs on request.

JOHN H. VESTAL CO., PRINTERS
703 South La Salle Street - - Chicago

PHOENIX RED TIP TRACTOR SPUDS

Extra Long Service

Made of a special analysis steel, hardened by the latest scientific heat treating methods. Sizes from ½ in. to ½ in. Also Mower Spuds. Inquiries invited.

PHOENIX MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Joliet, Ill. - - Catasauqua, Pa
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When MILORGANITE GOES IN
Turf Maintenance Expense GOES DOWN

THE widespread and growing popularity of Milorganite is not accidental. By actual experience supported by records kept year after year, golf clubs have learned that it is cheaper and immeasurably more satisfactory to carry on a consistent Milorganizing program than to attempt to keep turf in condition either by re-seeding or other methods.

Well fed, healthy grass plants not only withstand the ravages of the seasons, the vagaries of nature, but also spread out to fill spots made bare by undernourishment or accident. It is folly to sow new seed on soil that has demonstrated its inability to sustain life. Soil fertility is the first requisite to healthy turf.

MILORGANITE Makes Soil Fertile—Produces Healthy Turf

Milorganite gives uniformly dependable results because it is a natural organic plant food, not a synthetic fertilizer. Rich in organic nitrogen and the rare elements (plant vitamins) essential to radiant plant health. Produced by scientific processes, it is free of weed seeds and harmful organisms of all kinds. Because of characteristics peculiar to Milorganite, it releases vital plant foods gradually throughout the growing season. As a result all the plant food needed to encourage thin grass to form dense sod can be supplied in a single application without danger of burning.

That is why a consistent Milorganizing program for 1935 should be included in your budget. When Milorganite goes in, turf maintenance expense goes down.

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION, Milwaukee, Wis.